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We had a TDS at our site for the past 2 years. When we use Powershell the server crashes. I can see it in the event logs. Help us
close this support ticket. I installed Oracle TDS and associated TDS plugins on a Linux server. TDS works fine when I run it
from a SQL Plus shell but the server crashes when I run it from the command line. We have a few customers using our product,
which works on Windows but not Linux. My first thought is that the customer is using an unsupported version of TDS, but I'm
not sure how to verify that. Join the conversation! We've moved from a staff blog to a community blog. This is the best place
for you to discuss the Oracle Database, TSQL topics, and everything else related to the Oracle world. Suggested Solutions You
can attempt to isolate and narrow the issue by running it with the --trace flag. You can also download the TDS source code from
Oracle and compile the source code to get a better idea of what's going on inside. Is there anything else you can do to help
identify and isolate the issue? Our team has been working on this issue for about 10 months and have spent hours and hours
trying to find a solution. We will do our best to try to determine the root cause of the problem. I am using Oracle TDS version
11.2.0.4.1 (but this is an upgrade from an older version). We have just upgraded to Oracle TDS version 11.2.0.5 (from
11.2.0.4.1). The problem is unchanged. The server crashes when I try to start TDS from the command line. However, if I
connect to the Oracle database using SQL Plus or plsql developer, then the server is stable. We have worked on this for a
number of months and spent significant amounts of time trying to isolate and fix this issue. If the server crashes when starting
the TDS service from the command line, there's a chance that there's a memory issue. In that case, you may be able to try doing
one of the following: Try increasing the amount of memory available to the process If you try doing this 82157476af
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